DOS and DON’TS
when hiring your
BIRTH PHOTOGRAPHER

ERIN STONEMAN PHOTOGRAPHY
DO

meet your prospects
you want people you trust and
someone you are confident will
provide an energy that vibes with
yours in your birth space.

wait too long to find one

DON’T

most birth photographers only take a
limited number of birth clients per month
to ensure their clients receive their full
support and time so if there is a particular
one that you want to work with, reach out
as soon as you can.

ask them about their gear

DO

they should have a professional full
frame camera that has excellent low
light capabilities, a speed light (flash)
and carry a back up camera in case
of emergencies.

hire them blindly

DON’T

ask to see sample products (albums and
prints, past birth slideshows) so you can
determine if their ART lines up with your
vision.
make sure you check out their website
and read reviews and ask your friends
about their experiences

ask if they have a payment plan

DO

most birth photographers
understand the financial commitment
that comes with hiring a birth
photographer and often can oﬀer up
a payment schedule prior to labour
with final payment due around 36
weeks.

DON’T

have too many expectations of
what will be captured
every birth story is unique and it is
YOURS. Your photographer will
know how to find the beauty and art
in all situations.

ask them if they are also a
doula

DO

try to limit the number of people in
your birth space so it doesn’t feel
chaotic or crowded. You want a
calming energy in your birthing
space and the less people
surrounding you, will help to provide
you with that energy.
as a doula, their birth knowledge will
give you confidence that they know
how to function in your birthing
environment

hire someone who also oﬀers products

DO

you want to see your art printed on professional
and heirloom quality prints and albums. What a
shame it would be to go show your children their
birth story to discover that the digitals have been
lost, or damaged! While digitals are an important
keepsake, prints and albums are equally if not
more important in preserving these memories.

DO

inform your care provider

let your birth team know that you
have hired a photographer to be
present at your birth.

just choose the cheapest
photographer

DON’T

although looking for the cheapest deal is
appealing, you will want to make sure you
choose a photographer with experience, has
knowledge of the birth process, and
understands and respects your medical birth
team
this moment only happens ONCE and there
are NO REDOS… hire someone that you are
confident will tell your birth story perfectly
and reflects who you are!

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to reach
out and contact me!
Contact me via:
email
erinstonemanphotography.com
facebook
instagram

